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Saola Cannon - Men's Vegan Casual Shoe
Item#: SAO-2034 Product Description
Write a Review

Sale $89.95 $105.95 (save 15%)
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Product Description

Saola Cannon – Sustainable Vegan Shoes for Men

Looking to make responsible footwear choices, but don’t want to compromise on style and comfort?
Well, look no further than the fantastic Saola Cannon! With some great aesthetics and incredible foot
comfort, this is one of the best shoes out there for men. Whether you are going for a casual stroll in the
park or a grocery run, the Saola Cannon is the ideal shoe for you! While its laced feature allows for a
personalized and perfect �t, its �exible outsoles greatly improve road traction. 

Saola believes in responsible sourcing. It takes into account environmental and social factors while
managing its relationship with its suppliers and focuses on minimizing carbon emissions. Therefore, the
Saola Cannon is manufactured using recovered and recycled materials such as recycled PET from
plastic bottles, algae foam and natural cork. Hence, these shoes are sustainable. Moreover, this
incredible shoe is also vegan as it’s manufactured without using any animal products.  Saola Cannon
can be washed using a machine and its quick-dry feature allows it to dry very quickly. All in all, the Saola
Cannon is an exceptional shoe with some amazing features. Hence, it is a must-add to your footwear
collection!

Arch supports provide improved cushioning and prevent the chances of �at feet
Breathable structure to promote aeration inside the shoe and keep foot odor at bay
Removable footbeds to accommodate custom orthotics and alleviate painful foot conditions
Soft uppers that protect your skin from footwear abrasions
Shock-absorbent feature that offers motion stability and offers your feet protection from serious
injuries
Eco-Friendly footwear that doesn’t harm the planet
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SUSTAINABILITY

Product Reviews

Saola Cannon - Men's Vegan
Casual Shoe

$89.95

Write a Review

FAQ

1. Do you have any physical store locations in my area? +

2. What size shoes should I order? +

3. When will I get my order? +

4. How do I know if the shoes I want are in stock? +

5. I need the shoes or foot care product by tomorrow. +

6. How do I return shoes? +

7. How do I exchange shoes? +

8. What are European sizes? +
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Saola Cannon
Knit - Men's
Vegan Casual
Shoe$99.95

$119.95

Saola Cannon
Knit -
Women's
Vegan Casual
Shoe
$99.95

$119.95

Saola Sequoia
- Women's
Vegan Slip-On
Shoe$69.95

$79.95

Saola Semnoz
II - Men's
Vegan Casual
Shoe$99.95

$119.95
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